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Heaven’s Table Manners 
 

It was just a simple observation made by an amused guest.  Jesus, the Son of God – present 
from the moment of creation, disguised in human flesh, is invited to dinner in the Roman 
colony of Palestine.  There he observes as would a cultural anthropologist, the social mores, the 
customs of his ‘mission context.’   
 
We can wonder… what explosive seeds of cultural change did our Lord Jesus plant over 2,000 
years ago when he came from the realm of heaven to live with us earthbound creatures?  What 
words of healing took hold as stories of his conversations were repeated and recorded?  Which 
of his casual comments stirred later Christians to critique the toxic aspects of their culture that 
ultimately led to healthier systems and ways of living for all people? 
 
It was a Mediterranean culture based on honor and shame that Jesus observed, where guests 
seated themselves according to their perceived status.  Accepting an invitation to dinner 
obligated a guest to return the favor.  This practice of reciprocity was a key factor in the 
economic life of Jesus’ day.  I do you a favor; you do me a favor – endlessly.  This basic rule of 
behavior guided every host in drawing up the guest list. 
 
According to custom, guests of honor were seated close the host, while those of lesser 
importance were seated further away.  Those who mattered were present;  those not invited, 
mattered not at all.  Status was important and could be fragile.  To be invited to a better 
position at the table of an important host was to be recognized in the community, esteemed as 
a citizen.  It was not only an honor to be so seated, but it could have tangible benefits to your 
livelihood, impacting your social contacts and more.  Similarly, to be invited to a lower position 
could affect all dimensions of your life. 
 
But, we’re not like that.  Not here and now, not in our egalitarian democracy!   …. Are we?   
 
In 1966 our family moved from our small Iowa town to a suburb of Cleveland, here in Ohio.  My 
two older brothers have vivid memories of their first day of high school.  Accomplished athletes 
in basketball and track, they arrived at their bus stop full of confidence in their new jeans, 
tennis shoes and Madras plaid shirts.   With cringing horror, they realized that high schoolers in 
Fairview Park wore paisley shirts, sharply pressed dress slacks and polished loafers.  After 
enduring the day’s agonies of derisive comments and sidelong glances, they returned home 
insisting to my mother on the need for an immediate wardrobe adjustment!   
 
Not much has changed has it?  The pecking order of the school bus, the locker room or the 
lunch room is still painfully present.  The pressures are still great for our youth who are ranked 
by academic standing, daily evaluated on the basis of their appearance, or valued for their 
accomplishments.  The same hierarchies exist for adults - whether in the boardroom, the office 



or the pool hall.  Even in our time and culture, there are places and people who seek to 
pigeonhole us, designate us by rank and ‘put us in our place.’  
 
Luke’s gospel tells us this story as part of the long journey toward Jerusalem that Jesus is 
making - for our sake, a story told in the shadow of the cross. The host and guests have their 
suspicions about Jesus, for the text tells us they were ‘watching him closely.’  The word used 
here implies ‘hostile observation.’  As observers ourselves of this story, we watch as Jesus takes 
on the social code of his day.  
 
Watching the rush to the seats, listening to the scraping of chairs, he waits until the noise dies 
down.   Then he tells the guests a story about a wedding banquet, offering advice on table 
etiquette. Tongue in cheek, he says, to avoid embarrassment, always sit at the lowest place.   
That way you can hope to be invited to a place of higher status.  And to his host, embedded in a 
transactional culture of ‘and what have you done for me lately?’ Jesus offers this advice: 
When you throw a dinner party, don’t invite those who can return the favor.  Instead, invite 
those with limited resources and scrappy survival skills.  Bring in the addicted, the sick, those 
who persevere through discouragement and depression.  Feed those who are hopeless, helpless, 
the deeply troubled, the grieving and the lost.  You can bet they’ll never evaluate the menu; they 
won’t complain about the service, nor critique the decorations! Together, you’ll all be blessed by 
a spirit of shared gratitude and be rewarded with a sense of righteousness – a holy sense of 
heaven being experienced in your midst. 
 
Who is this Lord who gives such advice?  Jesus’ whole life is centered on inviting into the 
presence of God, those of us who never expect to receive the grace of such an invitation.  And 
blessed as we have been with such rich grace, he expects us to offer the same to one another.  
He calls us out of a mindset that calculates personal benefit - away from a transactional 
calculation of costs, benefits and rewards.  He calls us to live in God’s Kingdom with an 
economy based on grace, where God’s gifts are abundant and everything is free: forgiveness, 
compassion, justice and above all, love. 
 
But we are continually keeping score.  We’re forever counting.  Whether it’s tracking the 
amounts in our bank accounts or the opinions of our neighbors about what we wear, what we 
do, or what our children are accomplishing - we are continually counting.   And although it’s 
exhausting, why do we do keep doing this?  Because we live with a sense of fear that is 
perhaps, our original sin.  We’re afraid… that there’s not enough.  Not enough money, time, 
prestige, resources, recognition, attention, affection…  We can each name our particular fear of 
what we lack, can’t we?  And this conviction of ‘not enough’ is reinforced in our consumerist 
culture, with ads relentlessly bombarding us with messages of limited supply. 
 
But the Realm of God holds an abundance of resources.  So, what if we lived as people of faith 
who believed in this holy reality?  I remember being a senior at Iowa State University, hearing 
the surprising finding announced at the end of a national agricultural conference.  Researchers 
declared that despite our growing population, even at that time we produced enough to feed 



everyone.  Our problem was one of distribution.  I still remember experiencing the glimpse this 
gave to all of us as a hopeful possibility for ending suffering caused by hunger. 
 
What if God has given to us enough and more than enough of everything to go around?  What 
difference would that understanding make for our own peace of mind?  How would that 
understanding impact our relationship with others?  Would we stop seeing one another as 
competitors?  Would we start to see others as partners, even as siblings?  Children of the same 
Good Parent, of our God who commissions us in our baptism to distribute the riches of 
creation’s resources and heaven’s grace?  Is this the hint of heaven that we experience in the 
companionship of church potlucks, in the joy of serving and sitting down to supper with our 
neighbors at First English Lutheran, in the pleasure of sharing our groceries with guests at our 
community food pantry? 
 
So, who are we - in Jesus eyes?  Who are we, as a motley assortment of guests seated together 
with our Lord at the table of grace?  And to what sort of table manners does he call us?   
 
He calls us to stop counting and start giving to share God’s blessings.   And as we do this, it’s 
amazing how our fears melt away.  What would it be like to live in the freedom of no longer 
calculating our social prestige?  To stop worrying about what others think and simply be kind to 
everyone around us?  To offer kindness - especially to those who aren’t often on the receiving 
end. 
 
What would it look like to be the people of heavenly table manners when we’re at work, at 
school, or the places we volunteer, or socialize or play sports – if we looked out for those who 
seem to be off to the margins?  What of heaven’s reality would we bring if we invited others 
into the center by inviting them into our lives, whether for a fleeting moment or longer?  If 
you’re a young person starting school, what influence would you have if you practiced Jesus’ 
table manners each day in the lunch room, the hallways, or your classrooms?  
 
This morning we will gather around the table of grace to be fed and forgiven by our Lord Jesus.  
It is He who frees us from the relentless counting demanded by our world’s culture, who invites 
us into the joy of blessing others with God’s abundance.  So, at the end of worship today, take a 
moment at the baptismal font to splash yourself with the sign of the cross.  As you leave this 
holy place, may you go back into the world walking wet with grace, strengthened and blessed 
to share with others the joyful abundance of the Resurrection Life that God has given to each of 
us now, in Jesus’ name.  Amen! 
 


